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Abstract:  Irregular wave height attenuation is examined through numerical 

simulation and laboratory experiments. A series of laboratory wave flume experiments 

were carried out with a focus on the dissipative role of the fluid mud where commercial 

kaolinite was used as the mud bed. Applying different frequency spectra, the 

transformation of wave spectra along the mud layer were measured. The irregular 

waves are simulated by spectral calculation method assuming viscous behavior for fluid 

mud layer. The comparisons between the measured data and numerical results reveal 

the capability of wave spectra modeling to simulate irregular wave transformation along 

the wave flume. 

Introduction 

Muddy coasts are commonly found along low energy shorelines which are well 

received large supplies of cohesive fine sediments, or where rivers supply abundant 

fine material to coastal zone. Gulf of Mexico, Ariake Sea in Japan and Northwest 

part of the Persian Gulf in Iran are among the well-known coastal muddy beds of 

the world.  

The cohesive nature of muddy sediments makes their behavior far more complex 

than that of sandy beds. Due to the effect of the mud on the wave characteristics, the 

prediction of coastal wave conditions in muddy coasts are different from sandy 

beaches. This is mainly due to the absorption of wave energy in the upper layer of 

the muddy bed, namely the fluid mud layer. Fluid mud can be described as fluid-

like mud, in which the particles are largely (but not always solely) fluid supported 

(Smith and Kirby 1984). It may result from rapid deposition of fine materials, or 

liquefaction of a partially consolidated mud bed due to wave action. Since fluid 

mud will dewater to form a bed if it is left at rest, its existence is usually dependent 

on wave agitation, which prevents a reduction in the pore pressure, and thereby, in 

turn, prevents the generation of electro-chemical bonds between particles. Thus, the 

continued wave action in shallow coasts can cause the top layer of mud to remain in 

a mobile fluid state. 


